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Greetings Leading Women,
It is an honor to facilitate this unique professional and leadership development opportunity for
Cohort 5!
Our theme this year is “Leading Through the Double Pandemic and Sweeping Change.”
Throughout this five-month journey together, we will create a safe introspective, soul-nourishing
space for learning, networking, and strengthening community.
This experience is provided at no cost to you or your unit though it represents a significant
investment that has been made by the Institute. Gender equity and inclusive excellence
remain critical Institutional imperatives. You were selected because you lead critical and/or
transformative initiatives at Georgia Tech and you have the potential to thrive and leave a legacy of
impact in the world.
The curriculum, rooted in the wisdom of connection, compassion, and the power of choice has
been redesigned to tightly integrate competency development across five key areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership and Storytelling
Self-efficacy
Emotional Intelligence
Mindfulness
Intercultural Dialogue (Racial Healing)

The workshops, dialogues, and executive coaching are delivered by program faculty who are
national and international thought leaders with deep expertise in these practices. The books and
other materials are supplemental. Each will provide you with tools and techniques to fortify you as
leaders of self and others.
Upon the conclusion of this experience, you will emerge with greater self-awareness, knowledge,
and presence to navigate these challenging and unprecedented times with purpose and calm.
Entry into this Leading Women@Tech network provides your ongoing access to our community
building activities and periodic leadership development opportunities. Please let Amanda Jomaa,
Senior Project Support Specialist extraordinaire, and me know what we can do to facilitate an
amazing experience for you. We are here to serve.
With anticipation and warmest regards,
Pearl Alexander
Principal Director, Leading Women@Tech
Executive Director, Diversity, Inclusion and Engagement
Institute Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

LEADING WOMEN@TECH OVERVIEW
At Georgia Tech, we value the brilliance and power of our people and their perspectives, putting it all to
work to define what’s next. As such, we are dedicated to creating a community of leaders who will guide
Tech in the 21st century—an institution committed to inclusive excellence. One of the major findings
from Georgia Tech’s Climate Assessment Survey in 2012 was an expressed desire for targeted professional
development efforts for staff women. With the support of the Office of the President, Institute Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion began offering the Leading Women@Tech program in 2016 to engage women
leaders and administrators at Georgia Tech in professional development leadership development and has
now served four cohorts of accomplished women leaders.

Vision

Goals

Program Activities

In alignment with Institute
Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion’s strategic plan,
specifically Goal Five, “Develop
Institute collaborations
that provide a pathway to
excellence for women and
underrepresented faculty and
staff,” and Strategy Three,
“Work with the Institute’s
academic and administrative
leadership to promote diversity
and equity in the advancement
and promotion of women
and underrepresented staff
employees,” the concept of
the Leading Women@Tech
program was conceived.

Strengthen leadership
ability, enhance personal
and professional growth,
and support overall
career development of the
participants.

Monthly workshops and skillbuilding sessions in the areas of
efficacy, emotional intelligence,
mindfulness, and storytelling.

Create opportunities for women
leaders to network, build
community, and advance
a culture of inclusive excellence.

Leadership and life coaching is
an option available to those who
complete skill-building all of
sessions with their cohort.
Coaching deepens individual
growth and empowers
participants to act on their career
and life goals.

LEADING WOMEN@TECH PRINCIPAL DIRECTOR
Pearl Alexander, Principal Director
Pearl Alexander serves as Executive Director of Diversity, Inclusion, and
Engagement at the Georgia Institute of Technology. A visionary and masterful
coach, she has created an unprecedented presence as a thought partner with
people at Georgia Tech and across higher education. Alexander serves leaders
in reflective methods that guide them through personal discovery, self-mastery,
uncovering talent, and shifting mindsets during times of change and transition.
Through her strengths as a change agent, she has catalyzed transformations
in culture and organizational leadership practices – often called upon to solve some of the most sensitive
and complex challenges of these times. Alexander is known for compassionately speaking truth to power.
Sought-after by the C-suite for her abilities to excavate difficult stories, lead fierce dialogues, and coach selfacceptance and valued behaviors, she leads the evolution of diversity and inclusion strategy, learning curricular
innovations, and engagement experiences to nurture global leadership capacity in administrators at Tech.
Alexander serves as a senior advisor and confidante to the Institute’s chief diversity officer, organizational
leadership teams, groups, and individuals.
Her career assignments have spanned from peace-builder to equity expert to spokesperson. Coaching
members of the president’s cabinet, Alexander’s leadership has contributed to Georgia Tech‘s first recognition
as a thought leader and for implementing award-winning diversity and inclusion practices that have continued
throughout her career.
A featured speaker, moderator, and onsite coach at leadership institutes, retreats, and conferences, her
audiences have spanned higher education, government, corporate, and international professionals.
Alexander’s notable commentary has been shared in various media including The Wall Street Journal, The
Atlanta Journal-Constitution, The Chronicle of Higher Education, Profiles in Diversity Journal, Academic
Leader, Womenetics, The Jabian Journal, Diversity Woman, and National Public Radio. Her speaking
engagements include the Inaugural Institute for Federal Leadership in Diversity and Inclusion – Washington,
D.C., local chapters of the International Coaches Federation and Association of Talent Development, and
nationally for the College and University Professionals Association for Human Resources, Linkage, and The
Conference Board on topics related to organizational leadership and culture.
Alexander selectively participates in international and national think tanks on the future of work, shaping
leadership cultures and strategic talent practices. She chairs or serves as a consultant to professional
development organizations and diversity and inclusion councils. Alexander is currently a member of Forbes
Coaches Council, Columbia Coaching Learning Association, National Association for Diversity Officers in
Higher Education, and the Moth Director’s Circle.
She delights in story listening, mentoring fellow introverted leaders of all ages, and practicing improvisational
acting skills. Alexander is a social innovator who has navigated a progressive 30-year career. She integrates her
expertise in diversity and inclusion principles within her coaching practice and consultancy services in hopes to
inspire others to access their personal power and step into “wholeness.”

2020-2021 Program Sessions
September 30, 2020
Leading Women@Tech Kickoff Session
9 – 10:30 a.m.
Lani Peterson, Arnzen Group
Swami Jaya Devi Bhagavati, Kashi Atlanta
What’s Your Legacy Story? Leading Through
Turbulent Times (following Kickoff Session)
11 a.m. – 3 p.m. (two 90-minute segments
with 45-minute break provided)
Lani Peterson, Arnzen Group
October 6, 2020
Self Efficacy Applied
9:30 a.m. – 1 p.m. (90-minute segments with
30-minute break provided)
Verna Ford, Ford Consulting
Mia Roberts, Fresh Power LLC
October 21, 2020
Encountering Your Inner Story
9 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. (90-minute segments with
30-minute break provided)
Michelle Goss, Michelle Goss & Company Inc.

November 11, 2020
Finding the Space to Lead
9 a.m. – 2 p.m. (two-hour segments with
60-minute lunch provided)
Janice Marturano, Institute for Mindful
Leadership

December 9, 2020
Intercultural Dialogue on Women, Race, and
Power
9 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. (90-minute segments with
30-minute break provided)
Pearl Alexander, Georgia Tech Institute Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion

January 12, 2021
Leading Women@Tech Closing Conversation
9 – 11:30 a.m. (90-minute segments with
30-minute break provided)
Lani Peterson, Arnzen Group
Swami Jaya Devi Bhagavati, Kashi Atlanta

2020-2021 Program Sessions
Leading Women@Tech Kickoff Session
Mindfulness and Meditation Leader
Swami Jaya Devi Bhagavati

Founder and Spiritual Director, Kashi Atlanta
September 30, 2020

9 – 10:30 a.m.
Lani Peterson, Arnzen Group
Swami Jaya Devi Bhagavati, Kashi Atlanta
Swami Jaya Devi Bhagavati is the founder and spiritual director of Kashi Atlanta, a nonprofit urban
yoga ashram that has served Atlanta for 20 years. Through weekly classes and weekend immersions,
she teaches her students how to consume the world and live from the deepest realms of the heart.
Bhagavati has studied yoga, meditation, and healing in-depth since 1985 and has since taught all
over the world in settings ranging from international interfaith conferences to corporate offices to
meditation centers and yoga studios. She is a monk in the lineage of Ma Jaya Sati Bhagavati.
Bhagavati was given the title Yoga Acharya (master teacher of yoga) in 2007. She was a grand marshal
of the 2015 Atlanta Pride Parade in recognition of decades of work with the LGBTQ and HIV/AIDS
communities. The author of the Classical Yoga Teachers Training Manual, Bhagavati initiated the
first Immune Yoga for AIDS and HIV in the Southeast and founded Kashi Atlanta’s Street Meals
program that has fed more than 400 homeless individuals every week since 1998.
She is a registered yoga teacher with the Yoga Alliance at the 500-hour level as well as a certified yoga
teacher through The Kundalini Research Institute, 3HO International Kundalini Yoga Teachers
Association, and Amrit Yoga Institute. Bhagavati is a senior teacher of Kali Natha Yoga. Kashi Atlanta
has been voted “Atlanta’s Best Yoga Studio” by Creative Loafing every year since 2000, and she has
been voted “Best Yoga Instructor” since 2006.

2020-2021 Program Sessions
What’s Your Legacy Story? Leading
Through Turbulent Times
Lani Peterson

Executive Coach, Arnzen Group
September 30, 2020
11 a.m. – 3 p.m.

Lani Peterson is a psychologist, executive coach, and workshop designer and facilitator with specific
expertise in storytelling as a leadership skill. She has extensive practice working with individuals,
groups, and organizations in the areas of leadership, emotional intelligence, and personal and team
development. Drawing on her practice as a national-level public speaker, Peterson teaches executives
and managers the skill of personal presence, and the development and delivery of high-impact
communications. She specializes in the application of storytelling as a medium for personal growth,
connection, and change.
Peterson’s professional training includes a doctorate in psychology from William James College,
a master’s degree in counseling psychology from Lesley University, and a bachelor’s degree in
literature from Smith College. She is a member of the National Speakers Association and National
Storytelling Network, and serves on the executive committee of the Healing Story Alliance. Peterson
taught “Communications Skills for Nonprofit Leaders” in the graduate program at Wheelock College
for three years and currently teaches “Healing through our Stories” in the Expressive Therapies
Graduate Program at Lesley University. Peterson taught “Communications Skills for Nonprofit
Leaders” in the graduate program at Wheelock College for three years and currently teaches “Healing
through our Stories” in the Expressive Therapies Graduate Program at Lesley University.

2020-2021 Program Sessions
Self Efficacy Applied
Verna Ford

Executive Consultant and Coach, Ford Consulting

Mia Roberts

Executive Coach and Founder of Fresh Power LLC
October 6, 2020
9:30 a.m. – 1 p.m. (90-minute segments
with 30-minute break provided)
Verna Ford has extensive experience consulting with senior leaders on their professional
development interests and their transitional career moves. She excels at coaching executives
and teams to uncover and leverage hidden strengths, building a bridge between business
strategy and human performance, employee engagement and inclusion. She is a published
author and an experienced designer of professional development frameworks.

Mia Roberts
Mia Roberts is an experienced facilitator, coach, and leader who
works with diverse groups to define clear measurable outcomes,
build committed teams, and align people with organizational and
personal goals.

2020-2021 Program Sessions
Encountering Your Inner Story
Michelle Goss

President, Michelle Goss & Company Inc.
October 21, 2020
9 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. (90-minute segments with
30-minute break provided)

Michelle Goss, president of Michelle Goss & Company Inc., is an executive coach,
trainer, speaker, and self-proclaimed “personal growth geek!” She is known for her lively,
unconventional approach to leadership, and for guiding high-performance teams and
individuals to bring out the very best in themselves and others.
Formerly an HR executive, Goss brings more than 25 years of experience in leadership
effectiveness, business development, communication, change, productivity, and motivation.
She conducts leadership talent assessments, designs and delivers action‐learning and team‐
building events for executives, and teaches communication and feedback skills to leaders in
major corporations. Goss draws on her practical experience and her passion for success when
coaching, training, and consulting others to succeed.
She holds three coaching credentials: Professional Certified Coach, Certified Professional CoActiveTM Coach, and Master Lucid LivingTM Coach.

2020-2021 Program Sessions
Finding the Space to Lead
Janice Marturano

Founder and Executive Director, Institute for Mindful
Leadership Author, Finding the Space to Lead: A
Practical Guide to Mindful Leadership
November 11, 2020
9 a.m. – 2 p.m. (two-hour segments with 60-minute
break provided)

Janice Marturano is the Founder and Executive Director of the Institute for Mindful
Leadership, a non-profit organization dedicated to training and supporting leaders in the
exploration of mindfulness and its impact on thecultivation of leadership excellence. She
founded the Institute in January, 2011, after ending her 15-year tenure as vice president,
Public Responsibility and Deputy General Counsel for General Mills Inc. Janice was a senior
strategic leader within General Mills before leaving to dedicate herself full time to the Institute.
As a certified teacher of mindfulness and an experienced former senior officer of a Fortune
200 company, she has brought the intensive training of mindful leadership to all forms of
organizations-corporate, non-profit, academic, government and military. Janice’s work has
been featured in the BBC, Huff Post Live, NY Times, Financial Times, Time magazine, CEO
magazine and Forbes. She is the author of the award-winning, international best-selling book,
Finding the Space to Lead: A Practical Guide to Mindful Leadership and a Forbes contributor.

2020-2021 Program Sessions
Intercultural Dialogue on Women, Race
and Power
Pearl Alexander

Executive Director of Diversity, Inclusion, and Engagement
December 9, 2020
9 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. (90-minute segments
with 30-minute break provided)

Leading Women@Tech Closing Conversation
Swami Jaya Devi Bhagavati

Founder and Spiritual Director, Kashi Atlanta

Lani Peterson

Executive Coach, Arnzen Group
January 12, 2021
9 - 11:30 a.m. (two 60-minute segments with
a 30-minute break from 10:30 - 11:00)

LEADING WOMEN@TECH PARTICIPANTS
Meltem Alemdar
Meltem Alemdar is associate director and principal research scientist at
Georgia Tech’s Center for Education Integrating Science, Mathematics
and Computing (CEISMC). Her research focuses on improving K-12 STEM
education through research on curriculum development, teacher education,
and student learning in integrated STEM environments. As PI and co-PI, she
has led numerous NSF-funded research projects focusing on project-based
learning, STEM integration, engineering education, computer science, teacher
education, and social network analysis. Meltem earned her doctorate degree
in education policy, with a concentration in research, measurement, and
statistics at Georgia State University in 2009.

Rosa Arriaga
Rosa Arriaga is a principal research scientist and associate Chair of Graduate
Studies in the School of Interactive Computing. Her research is in Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) and mobile health. A recent project investigates
the role that computational systems plays in improving patient and clinician
engagement during therapy for PTSD. She teaches undergraduate courses in
the People and Intelligence Threads and graduate courses in HCI and Human
Centered Computing (HCC). As an administrator, one of her foci is improving
graduate students’ health and wellness by advocating self-care that is in unison
with their academic goals and activities.

Yolonda Cameron
Yolonda Cameron is an assistant chief counsel in Legal Affairs, a unit within
the Office of General Counsel. She has over 21 years of higher education,
transactional and intellectual property law experience with an emphasis
on trademark and copyright. She handles an array of agreements involving
student design, filming on campus, arts performances, and trademark
licensing. Recently, her practice expanded to include international initiatives,
student engagement, and Covid-19-related matters. She is also legal liaison
and participates on several Georgia Tech committees. Additionally, Yolonda
is a 200-hour certified yoga teacher and in her leisure, enjoys teaching yoga,
writing, hiking and crafting.

LEADING WOMEN@TECH PARTICIPANTS
Christine Conwell
Christine Conwell is the director of Planning and Operations for the Strategic
Energy Institute (SEI). She is responsible for overseeing the daily operations
of SEI and building community among the energy-focused faculty and
researchers on campus. Prior to joining SEI in 2020, Christine served as the
managing director for the Center for Chemical Evolution, a $40M NSF-NASA
research center housed in the School of Chemistry and Biochemistry. She is
passionate about developing the next generation of scientists and engineers
and continues to engage with them through mentoring and outreach
programs. Christine graduated with a B.S. from Westminster College and
holds a Ph.D. in chemistry from Georgia Tech.

Linda Daniels
Linda Daniels joined the University System of Georgia in 1994, managing a
$150 million flood recovery at Albany State University. That work lead to an
appointment as the system’s first director of Campus Planning. Later, as
vice chancellor, she championed more sustainably designed and maintained
campuses and increased state funding for both Master Planning and Facilities
Repair and Rehabilitation. At Georgia Tech, Linda is responsible for effective
use of existing campus space. She has broad experience in the facilities arena
and serves on the School of Building Construction Advisory Board. Linda holds
degrees in architecture and environmental design.

Malynda Dorsey
Malynda Dorsey is the director of IT Marketing & Communications for the
Office of Information Technology (OIT). Malynda joined Tech in 2017 as a
senior IT project manager before transitioning into her current position in
2018. Prior to Georgia Tech, Malynda worked at Valdosta State University
(VSU) leading marketing and communications within its Division of
Information Technology for two years, after having served four years in VSU’s
central communications and development offices. Her 15-year career also
includes time as a news reporter and marketing representative for the Georgia
Department of Labor. She holds a bachelor’s degree in communications, an
MPA, and an MBA.

LEADING WOMEN@TECH PARTICIPANTS
Caroline Dotts
Caroline Dotts manages a team of eight professional staff responsible for the
Campus Recreation Complex’s (CRC) three healthy lifestyle program areas:
competitive sports, fitness, and outdoor recreation. She is also responsible for
leading the department-wide assessment strategies and represents the CRC on
the campus-wide Well-Being Council. As a Gallup-Certified Strengths Coach,
Caroline has also been instrumental in nudging both department and campus
culture toward a common strengths-based language grounded in positive
psychology and upstream well-being practices.

Jamie Fernandes
Jamie Fernandes currently serves as the executive director for Institute
Budget Planning and Administration where she is responsible for the
preparation, monitoring, and administration of the Institute’s annual
budgets. Prior to joining Georgia Tech, Jamie served other University System
of Georgia institutions including Kennesaw State University and Georgia
State University/Georgia Perimeter College where she was instrumental in
consolidating the two schools. Jamie earned her MPA degree and a bachelor’s
degree in public relations from the University of Georgia.

Gina Gonzales
Gina Gonzales, a former student-athlete with nearly a decade of professional
experience in NCAA Division I athletics, joined Georgia Tech as assistant
athletics director for marketing and fan experience in 2018. Gonzales, who
played basketball at Mount St. Joseph University, came to Tech after three years
at the University of Georgia. Her professional experience also includes stops at
Drake University, the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and Missouri State
University. She is an active member of the National Association of Collegiate
Marketing Administrators and Women Leaders in College Sports. Gonzales
earned a bachelor’s degree in sport management and a master’s in professional
studies/sport administration.

LEADING WOMEN@TECH PARTICIPANTS
Erika Gravett
Erika Gravett is the deputy director of Georgia Tech Human Resources (GTHR).
In addition to serving as a trusted advisor to the chief human resources officer,
Erika leads the following units within GTHR: employee relations, human
resources business partners, project management, and workplace learning
and professional development. Erika holds a master’s degree in organizational
development from Marymount University and a juris doctor degree from the
University of Georgia. She is presently completing a doctor of education in
higher education leadership and practice at the University of North Georgia.

Joy Harris
Joy Harris serves in multiple leadership roles at Georgia Tech. As associate
director of the CREATE-X Learn programs, she teaches evidence-based
entrepreneurship to students and faculty. As faculty director of the Global
Leadership Living-Learning Community, she helps students apply the
sustainable development goals to their majors and career paths. Joy also serves
as faculty director of the Engineering for Social Innovation Center, where she
helps students use their technical skills for positive social impact.

Nasrin Hooshmand
Nasrin Hooshmand is a senior research scientist and assistant director of the
Laser Dynamics Lab (LDL) in the School of Chemistry and Biochemistry. She
has contributed to important discoveries in the field of nanoplasmonics and
applied these insights to areas of signal detection and amplification, biological
sensing, drug delivery and their use in the photo-thermal therapy of various
medical conditions, including cancer. She published her research outcomes
in prestigious peer-review journals such as the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences. She strives to create an inclusive learning environment
for students from different backgrounds.

LEADING WOMEN@TECH PARTICIPANTS
April Howze
April L. Howze serves as the director of Accounting for the Georgia Tech
Research Institute (GTRI). In this role, April oversees the financial activities
associated with expense and procurement, payroll and labor distribution, and
financial reporting. She also provides functional oversight of the Costpoint
and eTime systems. Prior to her current role, April served as the GTRI
representative on the Workday Financials implementation team. She has held
other financial positions of increasing responsibility at Georgia Tech. April is a
Certified Public Accountant. She has an undergraduate degree in accounting
and a graduate degree in accounting and financial management.

Susie Ivy
As the director of Institute Research and Provost Communications, Susie Ivy
provides strategic communications support for members of Georgia Tech’s
executive leadership team, including preparation of executive speeches, news
items and announcements, management of executive newsletters, blogs and
websites, and creative support for various executive events, task forces, and
working groups, as well as oversees a team of media relations representatives
and writers. Susie has 18 years of experience in speechwriting, public relations,
communications planning, media relations, and executive communications
and coaching. She holds an MBA and bachelor’s degree in communications
from Berry College.

Daurette Joseph
Daurette Joseph is the director of Academic Programs and Undergraduate
Advising in the College of Computing. She designs and implements,
advising policies and practices for the computer science and computational
media majors and the computer science Minor. Additionally, she manages
undergraduate curriculum proposals and student petitions. She has been at
Georgia Tech since 2002.

LEADING WOMEN@TECH PARTICIPANTS
Shelese Lane
Shelese Lane is the director of Foundation Relations at Georgia Tech. In this
capacity, she strengthens relationships with private foundations and develops
successful proposals that provide vital resources for Georgia Tech’s strategic
initiatives – making it possible for the Institute to advance knowledge across
all disciplines. As a fundraising professional for more than 20 years, Shelese
has assisted various nonprofit organizations in the metropolitan Atlanta area
to achieve ambitious philanthropic goals. She holds a master’s degree in public
administration from Kennesaw State University and a bachelor’s degree in
business administration from Clark Atlanta University.

Jennifer Leavey
Jennifer Leavey is the Integrated Science Curriculum coordinator for the
College of Sciences and a principal academic professional in the School of
Biological Sciences. She is the director of the Georgia Tech Urban Honey Bee
Project, an interdisciplinary educational initiative with the goal of recruiting
and retaining students in STEM careers through the study of how urban
habitats affect honey bee health and how technology can be used to study bees.
She is also the faculty director of the EXPLORE Living-Learning Community
for first-year science and math majors.

Morgan McCombs
Morgan McCombs began working for then-Governor Nathan Deal in 2015
as his deputy scheduler. She then served as his director of Scheduling and
executive assistant before the conclusion of his term in 2019. Shortly after,
McCombs joined the Georgia Tech team in Institute Relations and serves as
the associate director of State Relations. She was awarded SGA’s Dean James
E. Dull Administrator of the Year Award this past spring and is part of the
Zell Miller Leadership Institute’s 2020 class. She earned bachelor’s degrees in
psychology and communications studies from Mercer University.

LEADING WOMEN@TECH PARTICIPANTS
Sebnem Özkan
Sebnem Özkan is the inaugural associate director of the Atlanta Global Studies
Center, a Georgia Tech-Georgia State University partnership, funded by
U.S.DoED. She oversees the Center’s academic and outreach activities focusing
on UN SDGs. She collaborates extensively with Atlanta universities/colleges
and partners in the public, corporate and non-profit sectors. She teaches on
Atlanta global communities and publishes on global education. Her more than
two decades of experience in global studies includes holding critical positions
at U.S. DoED National Resource Centers at the University of Illinois and
the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She holds Ph.D. and M.S. degrees in
industrial relations from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Dori Pap
Dori Pap is the managing director of the Institute for Leadership and Social
Impact (formerly the Institute for Leadership and Entrepreneurship). She
directs the Leadership for Social Good Study Abroad Program in central and
eastern Europe; coordinates the Impact Speaker Series; runs the annual Ideas
to Serve student social innovation competition; and teaches courses on social
entrepreneurship. Outside of Tech, Dori serves on the board of Global Growers
Network, a nonprofit organization that connects the agricultural talent of the
refugee community in and around Atlanta to opportunities in sustainable
agriculture, and is a board member for the Center for Civic Innovation, an
organization that works at the frontline of civics education and advocacy. Dori
is a triple Yellow Jacket and is currently pursuing her doctorate degree at the
Institute for Higher Education at the University of Georgia.

Etta Pittman
Etta Pittman is the director of Corporate Development in the School of
Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE). She has worked in Georgia Tech’s
Office of Development for 21 years. During the last Georgia Tech fundraising
campaign, she and the ECE Development team were responsible for over
$175M dollars raised. Etta holds a bachelor’s degree in nursing and an MPA.
She has also completed post-graduate studies in healthcare management.

LEADING WOMEN@TECH PARTICIPANTS
Jamie Ready
Jamie Ready is the associate director of Building Engineering and Energy
Strategy within the Sustainability, Facilities and Safety unit. She has
expertise in project management, infrastructure planning, and construction
development. She leads a talented team of engineers and provides support
and oversight for campus operations and maintenance activities. Prior to
joining Georgia Tech, Jamie was a construction engineer and project manager
specializing in commercial and industrial construction. She is committed to
mentoring the next generation of engineers and is an instructor for GT1000.
She received her bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from Georgia Tech.

Anne Rogers
Anne Rogers is the associate director within the Office of Campus
Sustainability at Georgia Tech, joining in 2013. In her role, she works in
conjunction with students, faculty, and staff to promote the adoption of
sustainable practices across Georgia Tech’s operational portfolio through
initiative development, campus engagement, and data collection and
reporting. Anne’s previous experience includes sustainability consulting,
program management, training, and grant delivery for major corporations and
governmental organizations. Anne is from Ann Arbor, Michigan and graduated
from Denison University with a degree in environmental studies.

Chris Sanders
Chris Sanders joined Georgia Tech Facilities Design and Construction in
July 2016 as a senior Capital Construction project manager after serving for
four years as the Westminster Schools as assistant director of Facilities and
Construction. Her most notable project is CODA in midtown Atlanta, which
expanded Georgia Tech’s presence in the area known as Technology Square.
She was promoted to associate director of Construction in December 2019 and
oversees a team of Capital Construction project managers. With a combined
26 years of experience in interior architecture, facilities management,
strategic planning and construction management, Chris possesses a depth of
knowledge and experience that sets her apart from her peers. Chris is a LEED
Accredited Professional, demonstrating commitment to buildings that are
environmentally responsible, sustainable, and healthy places to work. She is a
graduate of the University of Florida, College of Architecture with a bachelor’s
degree in design and a focus in facilities management.

LEADING WOMEN@TECH PARTICIPANTS
Olga Shemyakina
Olga Shemyakina is an associate professor at the School of Economics at
Georgia Tech. She holds a Ph.D. in economics from the University of Southern
California. Her research examines the effects of violent conflict and similar
shocks on the behavior of households in various geographical and institutional
settings. Her recent research studies have explored the effects of armed
conflict on health and education of children, subjective well-being, migration,
marriage, and labor market outcomes in developing countries.

Iyonka Strawn-Valcy
Iyonka Strawn-Valcy has nearly 20 years of experience in education
administration and international education leadership. She currently serves
as the director of Global Operations in the Office of the Vice Provost for
International Initiatives, after 10 years at Kennesaw State University where
she served and led areas such as education abroad, international student and
scholar services, and international risk management. She has also previously
worked with non-profit organizations, as well as private sector organizations
in the field of early education. Her educational background is in organizational
psychology and international affairs. In her free time, she enjoys running,
hiking, traveling, and spending time with her family.

Emily Takieddine
Emily Takieddine is the director of Development for Parent Giving and Student
Life at Georgia Tech. In her role, she is responsible for major gift fundraising
from current Georgia Tech parents in support of the Division of Student Life.
Under the direction of the vice president and dean of Student Life, she also
facilitates a Parents Board comprised of 40 families from all over the country.
Prior to her role at Tech, Emily was the director of Institutional Advancement
at The Children’s School in Atlanta and a major gift officer at Emory University.
Emily has a history degree from Emory University and in her spare time serves
as a Title IX hearing officer, advises a sorority at Tech, and volunteers at her
children’s schools.

LEADING WOMEN@TECH PARTICIPANTS
Vickie Thomas
Vickie Thomas is associate dean of Executive Education for Georgia Tech’s
Scheller College of Business. She has an impressive corporate background with
a blend of marketing and technical experience. At Coca-Cola, she rose through
the ranks from engineering, innovation, marketing and chief of staff of its
largest division. Vickie received a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering
from Georgia Tech and an MBA from Georgia State University. She serves
on LifeLine Animal Project’s board of directors, an organization working
to end animal euthanasia in metro Atlanta. She also mentors students and
professionals.

Kate Williams
Kate Williams is a psychology instructor with expertise in evidence-based
and inclusive teaching. She has 20 years of experience in higher education
in both faculty and leadership roles. She previously served as department
head at a South Carolina community college where she gained experience in
faculty development and evaluation, curriculum assessment, and strategic
planning. As assistant director in the Center for Teaching and Learning at
Georgia Tech, Kate coordinates teaching development programs for graduate
students, postdoctoral scholars, and faculty. She holds a Ph.D. in industrialorganizational psychology from Clemson University and an M.Ed. in student
affairs from the University of South Carolina.

LEADING WOMEN@TECH ADVISORY BOARD
Maryam Alavi
Dean and Stephen P. Zelnak Jr. Chair,
Ernest Scheller Jr. College of Business, Georgia Tech

Terry Blum
Tedd Munchak Chair in Entrepreneurship, Ernest Scheller
Jr. College of Business
Faculty Director of the Institute for Leadership and Social
Impact, Georgia Tech
ADVANCE Professor

Lynn Durham
Vice President for Institute Relations, Georgia Tech

LEADING WOMEN@TECH ADVISORY BOARD
Ling-Ling Nie
General Counsel and Vice President
Office of the General Counsel, Georgia Tech

Errika Moore
Senior Program Officer, Community Foundation for
Greater Atlanta

John Stein
Vice President for Student Life and Brandt-Fritz Dean
of Students Chair, Georgia Tech

“We appreciate the institutional support
from the Office of the President, Institute
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion supervisors
of the participants across the Institute, the
excellence of our partners, and the stellar
guidance of our advisory board members.
This investment in fortifying and advancing
women leaders is a visible commitment
towards inclusive excellence. We must
become even more intentional and expansive
with such opportunities if we are to sustain
our progress and live our values.”
— Pearl Alexander, Executive Director of Diversity, Inclusion,
and Engagement and Principal Director of Leading Women@Tech,
Georgia Tech
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